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EDITORIAL
Love is in the air… or is it fear? Fear if
you forgot Valentine’s Day, love if you
didn’t. If you haven’t got a special
someone to share the forthcoming event
with, seek out a friend to drown your
sorrows with or find a game to play. You
will always find someone to play with
during those moments when the couples in
your group are caught up in the throes of
romantic obligations.
Now to a little promotion – the value of
Social Media cannot be overstated. Quite
simply – we need help and everyone can
play a part. ‘Liking’ on Facebook is not as
good as also sharing our posts. The same
can be said for Twitter – ‘Liking’ is good,
sharing by retweeting is better. So, Like it,
Share it, Tweet it, Follow us, Like our Bad
Dog Publishing page, Like, Share and
Love it until you think it’s done and then
do it over and over again, and do it
consistently, and don’t forget Instagram.
Growing the BDP presence will also grow
KOMY. If you need more of an incentive,
remember that you are also doing it for me.
In the end, everyone gains when BDP and
the respective titles are promoted. We are
not looking for world domination here, but
if that comes with the territory, we are
more than happy to accept our place in a
growing market. In turn, BDP is looking to
do more to promote KOMY, by expanding
the website section, adding some forward
facing snippets, and creating a forum for
inclusion of those who can’t be at the
gaming table week after week.
What else can you do? Buy the books –
especially on Kindle. They usually cost
less than the paperback versions, are

delivered quickly and add to the rankings.
When you finish reading one of our books,
give it a review. Reviews can help to drive
book sales. Book sales can help BDP to
endure. BDP in turn supports KOMY.
Remember, you don’t need a Kindle to
read any book. You can download the APP
from Amazon and read, read, read! Buy it,
rate it, review it and share the experience.
So, what’s new and what’s on the horizon.
The next title release will be KST02
Knightshade – The Grandmaster’s Tome.
The expected release date has been set for
May 15, 2017, though we do hope to have
the book out before this time. BDP will
also be releasing two adult fiction books in
2017, Immoral Dawn and De Cork Bois.
To add to this, two further titles in our
regular genres will also be released in
2017; Ripples from a Darkling Pool and
Remnant (the sequel to Fallen). Of course
we will also be releasing a further three
issues of Fumble, in May, August and
November. Other titles are in the works
and we will provide updates in Fumble and
on the BDP website as and when they
become available.
Until next issue,

Master Sage.
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Welcome to the Letters page, where we
review comments, answer the questions
posed, and provide advice to some of our
readers’ queries.
Dear Fumble,
Thanks for the fun-filled, jam-packed Issue 19.
Loved the game updates. They gave me a
chance to ‘almost’ feel like I was there playing
again, and to let me know how much I miss
playing Call of Cthulhu. Sigh…
Jealously yours,
Gamerguy.

Dear Gamerguy,
Thank you for your kind comments. We
aim to please. We were beginning to
wonder if the game updates were starting
to be too much for our readers. It is nice to
receive some encouragement.
Dear Fumble,
I would like to address this letter to KOMY, a
group of male chauvinistic sexists. This letter
is being sent on behalf of all the women who
have been left out of KOMY over the years
and I am sure they will agree with everything I
say here.
First of all the world does not revolve
around ye men. Let’s get that fact straight at
the outset because it is definitely something
your group needs to understand. I personally
think that the reason KOMY do not want
women in the club is the fact that you are
intimidated by us. You are intimidated by our
IGNORE

intelligence and therefore afraid that we
would challenge you in one of the many
moronic arguments you bring to the table. I
agree that bringing women into the club
would change the dynamic but not for the
worst. I think it would change it for the better
and in many ways, such as in RPG games, it
would add some new character elements to
the games. Who better to play the female
characters than a woman? A man playing a
female character is going to portray a false
impression as ‘he’ couldn’t possibly think like
a woman can. Therefore adding a woman
would make RPG games better. A woman’s
attendance would also be far better than
current KOMY members but I won’t go into
that one…
Although this letter was never intended to
attack the KOMY group for not letting women
participate in KOMY game nights and events,
why shouldn’t it?
The problem really came to my attention first
about 2-3 years ago when KOMY were
planning their annual trip away – that year It
was in Birmingham. On that particular year
the gaming convention fell on the beginning
of a May midterm for me. Already living in the
UK, I raised the question of possibly getting
the train to Birmingham for the day to go
shopping and maybe joining the group that
evening for dinner. It was a very exciting idea
until I was suddenly shot down as I was told
there is a ‘no women allowed policy’ – a policy
to which all the members had agreed. At the
time I let it go, but after a couple of
complaints over the years and the possibility
of joining the trip to Germany this year being
shot down, I felt the need to address the issue
once and for all. I found it extremely
infuriating as not one time did I ask to join the
full trip, not once. There was only ever talk of
popping in, or ‘I might see ye over there’ etc.
What would the harm have been in that?
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Women have been left out of KOMY for far
too long. It is 2017! TWO THOUSAND AND
SEVENTEEN and you still think it is okay to
exclude women from your group. Women and
men are equal. Women received equal rights
in Ireland over 50 years ago. In 2017 a woman
can become a Garda, a Fireman, a Plumber,
an Engineer, a Builder, an Architect and the
list goes on and on, all these were perceived
as ‘mens’ jobs but not now in 2017. In 2017 a
woman can become anything she wants, but
in 2017 women cannot join the Knights of
Misspent Youth. Have a think about how crazy
that actually sounds.
I’m not saying that a woman will ever attend
any of KOMY’s events but there should be an
option for anyone to join whether they are a
man or a woman. CHANGE THE RULE!
Regards,
On behalf of the ‘Ladies of Misspent Youth’.

M’Lady,
‘Change the Rule!’ What rule? As you
should be aware by now, the Knights of
Misspent Youth do not have any rules. We
have a CHARTER. I do find it hilarious
that you want to be treated as an equal but
then you go on to say you believe that you
are superior simply because you are
female.
Now, I have checked the Charter and in
Section 7 it clearly states that we have no
objection to female members and that if a
female member should be Knighted she
would be referred to as a Knight (in the
same way as a male member).
Perhaps the problem that you
mentioned in relation to the Birmingham
convention was of your own making. 2-3
years ago, we had two Squires that asked
about coming to the same convention. I do
believe that the first response they received

was ‘No, Hell No’, but they, unlike
yourself, did not simply give up, they
persevered, they fought for what they
wanted. And they were successful.
Perhaps, you simply did not want it
enough. Sometimes you need to fight tooth
and nail for what you want, that is, if you
really want it. Mind you Auntie always
uses the adage:
‘BEWARE WHAT YOU WISH FOR’.
On the brighter side, where conventions
are considered we do not tolerate
ANYBODY popping in or indeed
dropping in. People either attend a
convention, or simply, they do not.
Female players have been included in
different games over the years but they
seemed to bore easily and faded out. There
was never a ‘no women allowed’ policy. If
you wish I could get Auntie to petition the
Seneschal (I myself would be too afraid of
him) to let you view a copy of our revered
Charter. He might say yes to the request
but then again he might say no.
That is the problem, when you ask a
question, there are always two possible
answers, and in asking, you must be able
to accept either answer. Yes or No.
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php
/contact-us/submissions/
Please send letters and submissions to:
Bad Dog Publishing (C/O The Kennel),
16 Killreendowney Avenue,
Ballyphehane, Cork,
T12 H9X5, Ireland.
Alternatively you can e-mail:
submissions@baddogpublishing.ie
© Bad Dog Publishing 2016
Produced by Bad Dog Publishing
www.baddogpublishing.ie
Follow us on Twitter and Instagram @BDPubL
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follow in a full supplement in April 2017.
COLOGNE (Köln)

ROLE PLAY CONFERENCE (RPC)
MAY 27-28, 2017 – COLOGNE, GERMANY

Cologne, a 2,000-year-old city spanning
the Rhine River in western Germany, is the
region’s cultural hub. A landmark of High
Gothic
architecture
set
amid
a
reconstructed old town, the twin-spired
Cologne Cathedral is also known for its
gilded medieval reliquary and sweeping
river views. The adjacent Museum Ludwig
showcases 20th-century art, including
many masterpieces by Picasso, and the
Romano-Germanic
Museum
houses
Roman antiquities.
Discover Cologne: http://bit.ly/2g4HqVD
ACCOMMODATION
Ibis budget Koeln Messe
Brügelmannstrasse 7
Deutz, Köln, 50679, Germany
Phone: +4922188745620
PUBS, BARS, BEER HALLS
http://www.europeanbeerguide.net/kolnpu
bs.htm

Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1
50679 Köln, Deutschland
http://www.koelnmesse.de/
http://www.rpc-germany.de/C2089/rpcgermany-english.htm
KOMY are going to the RPC!
KOMY are going to the RPC!
KOMY are going to the RPC!
The whole matter of NEXTCON has been
settled, and in case you missed the point,
KOMY are going to the RPC.
Check out some of the details available at
the time of going to print. More will
IGNORE

The best guide is the link provided above,
but included below is a quick sample of
what Cologne has to offer to a thirsty
traveller. Also provided are three maps that
show distances to and locations of some of
the places that KOMY are likely to visit
for refreshments.
Special Mention – Corkonian
Alter Markt 51
50667 Köln, Germany
Hours: 12:00 – 03:00
Phone: +49 221 2576931
https://www.facebook.com/TheCorkonian-Irish-Pub-146280922908/
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HOTEL TO RPC

HOTEL TO COLOGNE CENTRE
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DUSSELDORF AIRPORT TO HOTEL

KENNELCON
A.k.a. The Kennel Party
Saturday, July 15, 2017
@ 19:00 until Late!
The Kennel & Knights Bar
Cork, Ireland
Hosted by KOMY.
Special Events:
The Knight of the Year Award
The Fumble Awards
Special Guests:
To be advised.
NOTE: This year the position of
Seneschal will pass to another Knight for
the 2017-2019 two year term of office.
Please review the KOMY Charter (Section
4.2) for eligibility and let the incumbent
Seneschal, Sir Martin of Mason, know that
you are interested in the position.
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GOLD DIGGER
Reiner Knizia’s Gold Digger

gold in your mine(s) without other players
jumping on board to dilute your profit, or
spoiling the mine with fool’s gold (each
mine will only take a maximum of 5
gold/fool’s gold cards).
Timing is important when it comes to
this game; watch the deck go down and
play the high value gold cards at the right
time.
Luck, as always, comes into play when
prospecting, and remember, the grizzled
old goat across the valley is just waiting
for you to fall asleep so he can plunder
your hoard.
An easy game to learn and play; a change
from the hack and slash nights in the
games room.
Out of the Box Games:
www.otb-games.com

A game for two to five players, age 7 to
adult, the object is to ‘accumulate the most
gold by cleverly staking claims in the
richest ‘mine’ and screw over your
competitors at the same time.
In the box: 30 character cards, 6 mine
cards, 15 gold cards (with varying gold
values), 15 fool’s gold cards and 15 claim
tokens.
Each player is dealt 3 cards at the start of
the game, while the ‘mine’ cards are
placed on the table with the card deck. As
a player takes their turn they can ‘stake’ a
claim on a mine using a ‘character’ card
from their hand and claim token, and place
a gold card ‘in’ the mine. They then draw
back up to three cards. Play continues until
all the deck is used and then the spoils are
divided to find the winner – the player
with the most gold.
The strategy involves placing the most
IGNORE
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THE GMs GUIDE
GAME TIME
Dealing with breaks in the cycle of gaming
and how it impacts a story.
Those long winter nights may mean
Players welcome the chance to play but
they can be detrimental to a game
schedule, especially when the weather
deems fit to keep Players away from the
door. However, nothing hurts a story more
than the downtime between game sessions.
These can be caused by a need to give all
GMs the chance to run, and it can be
caused by prolonged periods where Players
(or the GM) is not available to play due to
the pressures of life, illness, missed game
runs or time constrictions. Whatever the
reason, the need to provide a synopsis of
previous game nights becomes very
important in these instances; to maintain
the interest of the Players and to give them
a chance to pick up the action from the last
point where the story came to a halt. When
a Player is attending more than one game,
the need to get concise updates becomes
paramount. They are also handy for the
GM to reference and to keep the details
clear.
The GM should take good notes during
a game session. Stick to the point. Not
every moment needs to be reported, just
the highlights. You are not aiming for a
level of detail akin to a novel, just the key
points necessary to stir the recollections of
the Players so that they can take up the
scenario from the last point with some
confidence. A synopsis is also useful for
Players who miss game nights. It helps to
keep the game on track without a need to
interrupt the flow of the story to explain
IGNORE

what happened in the last session. The
other Players will be eager to move on
quickly – more so when game time is
precious. If the GM has to constantly halt
the game to explain details to a Player who
missed a session, this can become
frustrating to those who attended the last
game and already know what happened. In
the absence of a synopsis, it might be
appropriate to have a Player who missed a
session arrive at the game earlier so as not
to interrupt the scenario. Alternatively,
have one of the other Players provide an
update at the start of every session. Of
course this could lead to another problem –
timekeeping. If Players arrive late, they
may not benefit from an update and this
could lead to further interruptions. Game
time is precious. Life is busy. Striking the
right balance can be difficult. Take the
time to talk to your Players to understand
their needs between games.
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SHORT STORY

SHADOWS
PROLOGUE FROM REMNANT
An extract from the forthcoming sequel to
Nightmare, Vampire, and Fallen by
WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA
Even in the absence of light, there are
shadows. They exist and you know they
are there. Denying their existence does not
make it untrue. They will always be there.
The long night never ends and the darkness
can touch a soul deeply when an existence
is stretched throughout an age that defies a
mortal finality. Life is fleeting. Even a
prolonged existence can prove to be finite,
as a result of exterior influences or by just
giving up when faced with deleterious
occurrences that seem just as relentless in
crushing a will to live, or exist. A belief
that something is wrong, like the shadows
hidden on the periphery of reason, can
often be enough to provoke a need to know
the truth. It can also signal an erosion of
mental fortitude. The mind looks to reason
away the things that cannot be explained
when the memory is uncertain or flawed,
but denying the truth does not make it
false. Brethren society was born in the
darker recesses of moral and mortal decay.
They, like a mortal societal counterpart,
were interwoven into history, the
proverbial shadows behind humanity,
pulling on strings that shaped ages of
dominance and moral impropriety. Like
those tangible shadows, the ones that
existed while in the sleep of the dead and
plagued the mind were all the more
distressing for one simple fact that was

LANK

becoming less and less reliable – a vampire
did not dream and had to rely more and
more on memory. Reason denied
imagination, even in the face of a grim
reality. Any inclination towards seeing
something other than that which was
fuelled by the blood was all at once
unsettling. If it persisted, it could grow and
fester until the discontent tasked the mind
to prolonged moments of anguish.
Ultimately a fixation could lead to touch
the tendrils of madness that opened a
morbid door marking a fall into an allconsuming melancholy – something in
turn that would drive one to the depths of
despair, the mind’s reaction to a need to
dream. In the end only utter insanity would
remain to plague the conscious mind. In
the case of Lazarus, the images which
forced him to a waking recollection of
what could only be considered a nightmare
served to shake the very foundations of
any belief he had in absolutes with regards
to the mental awareness of his mind while
in the sleep of the dead. He was inclined to
think too much when reason failed to
provide an answer. However, this
particular recurring nightmare worried
him. His fear seeped into reality. He did
not want to become that which he most
despised – a creature of instinct lost in the
mire of a melancholy dream, unable to
distinguish the difference between
wakefulness and the sleep of a vampire.
The thought made his heart tremor with
alarm and played to further thoughts of his
physical and mental decay.
‘There will be no forgiveness for you…’
Lazarus felt his lips move but the words
seemed… forced.
‘I will burn your garden and all that
you have achieved to the ground…’
No, Lazarus did not… would not have
IGNORE
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committed such an act. He wanted to wake
up now, but the dream held him, leaving
him uncertain as to the state of his
consciousness. He saw Xavier. Nicolas’s
sire was afraid. His mind was exposed to
the horror of his fate. Xavier did not
attempt to retaliate. He just emulated a
resigned sigh and gave himself to his fate.
Surrender. Why didn’t he retaliate?
Lazarus held him and… he fed long and
offered the age old vampire no quarter and
no relief. Why would he do such a thing?
He bore Xavier no ill will. In fact,
Nicolas’s sire always treated him kindly,
perhaps not with open friendship, but he
had not been as dismissive as he had been
with others among the Brethren. He
acknowledged the existence of Lazarus,
with a nod, a greeting, and even tolerance
that became endearing over time. Xavier
had been destroyed. He had been subjected
to mediocrity and a callous fate. In the end,
as Xavier’s body began to decay, wisps of
torment that turned to ashes in the wind,
the fragrance of the garden filled Lazarus’s
nostrils. The sweet scent was too much.
Then it changed. It seemed tainted by the
essence of a vintage that soured more with
each passing moment. Regret lingered with
misery. An aching longing spoiled the
wisps marking a futile end to a long night
that would amount to nothing but pity.
Xavier Farielle Novus dissipated on a light
breeze, rising like a cloud above his
glorious garden as the rain began to fall.
Lazarus had ended his existence. He had
defied Doctrine and… brought about the
downfall of the Brethren. He had begun to
unravel an aching hurt of his own, one that
had manifested as a mounting lunacy, a
false impression that send sharp stabs of
pain deep into his skull until they tore at
the vestiges of his increasingly fragile
IGNORE

mind and begged to be free. Truth. It was
just a dream, a nightmare left over from a
victim he had been careless in choosing.
Xavier Farielle Novus was gone. Nicolas
Aldar was gone. The Brethren had fallen.
Lazarus wept under the weight of their
recriminations as each thought conjured an
apparition to fuel a deeper condemnation –
a ghostly afterimage that always
culminated with the forlorn face of Xavier.
‘I will take your blood and all that you
are…’
What had he done? The image held
him. Again, Xavier dissipated on a light
breeze, rising like a cloud above his
glorious garden as the rain began to fall.
Lazarus watched his awful empty
demise… his surrender. The images played
over and over again in a nightmare that did
not want to let go. Lazarus fought against
the truth. He fought against… the lie –
mirrored in the wisps of decay and torment
that turned to ashes… the taint too strong
to fade, but yet it did.
Lazarus woke screaming – a terrible
endorsement of his previous state of
wakefulness. The sensation was as
unsettling as it was impossible. He had not
experienced such a feeling in a very long
time, and then, he had been alive – a frail,
weak parody of a human being who
aspired to the impossible. One who would
never have realised the deceptive
aspirations of a mind that remained locked
in a shell of mortal insignificance. He had
become a vampire. More, he had become
Brethren. Even now, the distinction was
significant in the aftermath of all that had
happened. Lazarus’s distress was not
imagined. His screams were real. The
images that drove him to this singularly
uncharacteristic
outburst
were
not
something he remembered ever having

IGNOREBLANK
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occurred in his own existence, or in any
from whom he took blood, and yet, they
had the enduring aspect of the most vivid
memory – a haunting recollection of some
deeply disturbing failure. A vampire did
not dream.
Lazarus had destroyed Xavier Farielle
Novus. He had taken the blood of Nicolas
Aldar’s sire in the gardens of his home. He
had done so with a callous disregard for
the Primarch’s position within the
Brethren, and in defiance of his own sire’s
wishes to take Xavier’s blood himself
when the time was right. Betrayer! He had
offered no quarter and no solace in the
embrace. His cruelty had been staggering,
but too obvious. This was wrong. Lazarus
had not done such a thing. He had not
aspired to ambitions marked with such
reckless abandon. His plots and
manoeuvres were subtle and patient. He
was not hasty in his motivations. Yet, the
thoughts consumed him. They indicted
him for a lapse in judgement and mental
awareness that fuelled his fear.
Lazarus could not accept the reasoning
of a mind locked in the throes of
confusion. He had gone to Xavier’s home
but he did not harm the elder vampire. He
had not even thought of such a thing.
Xavier’s death served no purpose. His
influence had been waning for a very long
time. Nicolas would have put Lazarus
down if he had been so bold as to desire
such an outcome, let alone to have
committed such an act. This was very
wrong. Nicolas had attacked him… for
reasons that Lazarus became uncertain
about when once he had been sure.
A dull ache throbbed in Lazarus’s head.
Soon it sharpened to a level of discomfort
that made the vampire question his sanity
in wakefulness, as he had done in the

BLANK

realisation of a nightmare. He had not
harmed Xavier. He was sure. If he had not
done such a thing, then who did? Worse,
who had given him such a nightmare to
endure? And why? If he had not been
culpable in the act, and had been unaware
of the circumstances, there could be no
other explanation. The memories did not
belong to him. Lazarus initially deliberated
more on the ‘why’ rather than the ‘how’ –
but he could not dismiss how this had been
done. His mind worked to grasp at the
truth. Helena? The pain cut deep into his
skull and Lazarus fell to his knees. She…
fed long and offered the age old vampire
no quarter and no relief. Helena had
destroyed Xavier.
Lazarus could barely contain the
revelation once it seeped from the inner
agonies of his mind, pushing passed
unbearable pains that drove him to the
floor. He turned on his back and thrashed
against the searing cut of an imagined
blade which penetrated and drove a
relentless hurt into his skull to traverse an
uncertain path down his left temple,
circling his ear, jutting across his nose
until it traced the line of his jaw and, in
turn, ignited his teeth to individual
miseries that cried at him to relent against
this madness and accept the lie lest his
sufferings drag him into something from
which there would be no coming back.
Who had done this to him?
Lazarus screamed again and again. He
sobbed in the embrace of a weakness that
would have set his mortal countenance to
shame in a time that he long denied.
Where was Edwin? Why had he not
come? Surely he would have heard the
sounds of his sire’s distress. Lazarus could
barely think passed the pain. He was
forced to replay that which he knew could
IGNORE
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not be true. The image of Xavier being
destroyed filled his mind and consumed
his thoughts. Someone had done this to
him and he could almost reach through the
confusion to tear back the curtain keeping
him from the truth. Lazarus saw the face of
Edwin. No, he had not even been sired
then. Still, a face pushed against the
memory. Xavier’s haggard and defeated
visage swallowed that of Edwin’s. Lazarus
sobbed pitifully. Helena had killed Xavier.
He had… reached out against a lie and…
killed Edwin, lost in the throes of a
nightmare that had now cost him another
vassal. Edwin’s pale, boyish features and
close cropped hair, his perfectly round
nose, the endearing twinkle in his eyes
when he smiled – all gone. The horrible
sound of rending flesh reverberated in
Lazarus’s mind, an echo of a terrible
moment of unbridled anguish as Edwin
came to offer solace to his sire and found
only fury and madness. He had fought in
desperation to survive and failed. Lazarus
looked to his hands and saw the faint
traces of blood around the nails of his
hands where they had cut into Edwin’s
back as he had held him in an embrace of
insanity. Lazarus had drained him
completely and cast him aside, the vintage
too young to accede to the same fate that
had taken Xavier. Lazarus had denied
Edwin a gentle end. He had been as brutal
and remorseless as Helena. He had been
driven by a deeper borrowed emotion.
Callous. His mind, and now his heart, was
in turmoil. He had killed Edwin while
locked in the deception of madness, a deep
hurt that had been inflicted on him by an
antagonist he struggled to identify. In the
end, the revelation seemed so obvious.
Drake. Morgan Drake. The name came
to his mind unbidden. It pushed through
IGNORE

his despair, his agony, and his confusion.
The pain cut through his skull again and
again, each hurt now fading as he fought to
untangle the lie. His physical tolerance had
almost reached its limit. Morgan Drake
had done this to him. He had made Lazarus
culpable in the demise of Xavier. Nicolas
had attacked him, not because he became
aware of any collusion between his childe
and James Bourne, but when he perceived
the deeper falsehood – the destruction of
Xavier. He saw only his childe’s betrayal
of the blood bond between them. The
Brethren had fallen. James! Drake had
nothing to gain. Helena did not act on her
own accord. She had been motivated only
to rescue Agnes. It could only have been
James. His desire to see a mortal world
free from the dominance of the Brethren
had become plain in the aftermath of
Nicolas’s fall. He had lost Kara Reiss. It
had not been enough of a punishment for
his daring.
Lazarus climbed to his feet. The pain
had retreated to nothing more than a dull
ache now. Lazarus was tearing away the
last pieces of a puzzle that had been placed
in his mind. He was not going mad. He
was not falling to a melancholy dream, or
the madness of a prolonged existence. This
revelation gave him some consolation in
the aftermath of an ordeal that had
continued for far too long.
Lazarus remained transfixed, soaking
up his thoughts and tearing away the
remains of a lie that fuelled deeper
uncertainties. He had let James destroy
Nicolas and walk away because he
believed that the former Castellan of
Bostonia had suffered a loss that paid some
measure of an account for his betrayal of
the Brethren. Nicolas had destroyed Kara
Reiss. Was that also a lie? Had Lazarus

IGNORE
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been so utterly deceived?
Time would reveal all. For now,
Lazarus needed blood. He needed to rest
and recover. He needed time to think.
Everything was deception. James had
played him. He had played them all. The
Brethren had fallen, but they were not
gone. Those who survived had merely
retreated into the shadows. They would
rise again – if only to hold those who had
destroyed their society to account for a
betrayal that required answer.
The loss of Edwin had been a pity. He
had been intuitive to his sire’s needs,
attentive, organised and he would be
missed. If he had been the childe of
Nicolas Aldar, Edwin would barely have
been worthy of a ripple of notice in the
aftermath of his unfortunate demise. Like
Nicolas, when it came to attachments,
Lazarus did not adore Edwin. He was fond
of the fledgling vampire, but if truth be
told, Edwin was a convenience, a dalliance
that served a purpose. He had provoked
something in Lazarus that had hitherto
remained dormant – a desire that was
indulgent. He had been a pleasant
distraction and a capable companion.
Lazarus had an overwhelming need for the
verity of his thoughts now. In time, Edwin
could be replaced.
Lazarus chose to focus on those who
had perpetrated this callous infraction on
his psyche. While he would certainly make
Brethren interests aware of some necessary
facts and use the resources of a fractured
society that now existed in the shadows, he
was not without his own means to pursue a
modicum of payment that would inflict an
equal measure of anguish, beginning with
the one thing that James valued most –
Kara Reiss. If she had not fallen with the
Brethren, then that was the least he could

do. There had been no love between him
and Nicolas Aldar. It was not in his sire’s
nature to endure an emotional connection.
Such human considerations made him feel
inferior and weak, and Nicolas had enough
shortcomings without giving into those he
could control. He had not loved Lazarus.
He had tolerated him for his efficiency.
Still, given the circumstances of his sire’s
fall and James’s escape, Lazarus felt an
obligation to set matters right. He had not
thought about James or Kara Reiss in
decades. He had been busy with other
matters. Time moved in circles if left to
fester. Lazarus would find James. If Kara
Reiss did survive, he would be forced to
kill them both.
Check out NIGHTMARE, VAMPIRE & FALLEN –
available on Amazon in Paperback and Kindle Versions.
REMNANT will be released in Paperback and Kindle
versions in 2017.
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CALL OF CTHULHU
CAMPAIGN IV: ENDGAME
Keeper: Sir William of Shea.
The Players:

This column is dedicated to all things
Knights of Misspent Youth (KOMY).
Updates regarding many of the gaming
group’s activities will be made available
through Inner Circle every issue, but do
check out the Seneschal’s Declaration and
Convention Cube for further details on
KOMY.
By now, most of you should be aware of
the KOMY Birthday initiative. We are
trying to get better at developing
communications and to bring a little cheer
to all of our membership (where possible).
We have to begin somewhere, and while
the acknowledgement of a member’s
birthday was always there to some degree,
it marks the first in a series of enterprises
to bring the group closer. We also had the
KOMY JOES Christmas night out in
December last and will continue to look
for other outings and special events to
mark a KOMY inclusion, in particular, to
cater for partners and friends to be
welcomed
or
introduced
to
the
membership. Resources are limited and we
are forced to work within the constraints of
those means. If any of the membership
have suggestions on how better to use the
resources we have at our disposal, please
do reach out to the Seneschal, Sir Martin
of Mason. Be mindful that our main event,
the Kennel Party (KennelCon) will always
take precedence when planning any
initiative.

 NPC – Director of Special Operations Diane Watt.
 Michael O’Mahony –Assistant Director (AD)
Wilhelm Vervoort –on sabbatical.
 NPC – Research Director (RD) Mordecai Bromridge.
 Fergal Moore – Acting Assistant Director (AAD)
Special Agent Samuel Colter.
 Alan Kelly – Adjutant: Agent Rok O’Neill.
 Martin Mason – Special Agent Adam Westerlind.
 Bryan Hegarty – Special Agent Franklin Daly.
 NPC – Special Agent Julia Hayes-Vervoort.
 NPC – Agent Allison Crane.
 Paul Mason – Agent Samuel Macky.
 MJ Heffernan – Agent Bryan Brant.
 Martin Mason – Agent Clint Walker.
 Fergal Moore – Agent Frank Harris
 Dane O’Shea – Agent Jack Rooker.
 Luke O’Shea – Agent Brad Wilson.
 NPC – Florence (Flossy) Harkendale.
 NPC – Agent Hezekiah George Murphy.
 Martin Mason – Agent Leonard ‘Lenny’ Larkin.

Wednesday, November 23, 2016
Attendance: Liam, MJ, Bryan, and Michael.

Monday, November 6, 1962, Scottsdale,
Arizona: In the aftermath of the conflict
with C.I.A. Operative Sebastian Lynch and
the loss of the artefact, Special Agent
Franklin Daly and his team came to the
realisation that Department X (DX HQ)
Headquarters may now be compromised.
With the revelation that Agent Clint
Walker may be alive, there seemed little
choice but to initiate an evacuation of all
personnel. While Walker would not give
up what he knew without a fight, the
cloning process could already have led to a
security breach if he was subjected to that
procedure.
With the passing of the storm, Daly and
his team withdrew from Scottsdale via
Black 2, dropping Agent Larkin at the car
park in Gary, Indiana on the way so that he
could pick up his vehicle and take a
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separate route to Harrisburg to monitor the
situation at that location. On locating his
VW Bus, he was dismayed to find that it
was no longer in the pristine condition he
had left it in. The Bus had been borrowed
by some ‘Hippies’ who had painted bright
flowers on the vehicle but that was not the
only transgression. The smell of weed and
other substances, the stains and the general
disregard were nothing to the fact that they
had ‘removed’ the factory seat covers.
Aghast and incensed, Lenny set out to
track down the perpetrators.
Meanwhile, Special Agent Franklin
Daly worked to extract Department X
Personnel from their current location. The
order to abandon the site was given by
Acting Assistant Director Samuel Colter,
and coordinated to take routes that would
not lead to the fall back location in Boston.
One problem remained. Director Diane
Watt-Crane was currently on route from
Washington D.C. to Salem and would have
to be intercepted. This task fell to Daly and
his team.
Black 2 deployed to find the Director,
picking a suitable location on her known
route that would take her car off the main
roads. She had security personnel with her
but they would not be enough if Lynch set
his sights on the Director.
Daly and his team completed the
extraction but not without the loss of one
of Diane’s security team – Corporal Devlin
Nolan. He gave his life to save the
Director. Diane and Lieutenant Alan
Broderick were extracted successfully after
Daly’s team had eliminated the strike team
sent by Lynch to kill the Director.
The team took an indirect route away
from the ambush site. Though the journey
took a great deal longer, security protocols
demanded an extreme level of caution.

IGNORE

NSADXIV4: The Ashbourne Foundation
While this was in motion, the
consequences of Special Agent Adam
Westerlind’s actions in Long Island were
being realised in New York. Westerlind
and Harrison returned to the surveillance
location across from the Ashbourne
Foundation to find the police at the
apartment investigating a most brutal
murder. It did not take Westerlind long to
realise that the victim was Agent Allison
Crane, and that she had been tortured and
brutalised. The cops at the location also
revealed that she appeared to have been
raped repeatedly at different intervals
throughout her ordeal. One of them
remarked that it was probably a blessing
she had not survived.
Westerlind and Harrison withdrew. The
location was compromised. When Adam
had a moment to think in the aftermath of
securing his position, he became more
concerned with how he was going to tell
Diane. He needed to know more, and
Harrison provided a clue. The initials ‘SL’
were carved into Allison’s back. Having
been briefed previously on the status of
links to the case by AAD Colter,
Westerlind knew that this could only have
been perpetrated by one man – C.I.A.
Agent Sebastian Lynch!
Wednesday, November 30, 2016
Attendance: Liam, MJ, Fergal, Bryan, Dane, Luke, and
Michael.

New location, or Old Location – Boston,
Massachusetts – a familiar brownstone
from the past. The first team in place
proved to be Daly’s with Diane and her
Security Chief in tow. Sanctuary was the
primary concern. Security could be
achieved with secrecy as this location was
no longer on the Department X books,
IGNORE
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and had not been for a very long time.
James Carter Crane had made sure of that
fact.
Days passed as the team worked to
secure the site and get operational. All the
while, Diane waited for contact from
Westerlind and Harrison who had gone
underground. The remaining contingents
of Department X were arriving. The
brownstone was busy catering to the needs
of the new arrivals while working to keep
the site secure. Diane had received word of
Allison’s death, and vague hints of the
manner of her demise. She retreated to her
office and enforced an almost complete
seclusion. The concern of her people
notwithstanding, she refused any attempt
to make an emotional connection.
Diane received the report on Allison’s
murder. Flossie noticed a ‘Kill Order’
unsigned on the Director’s desk when she
went to check on Diane after she had
received the report. She also saw a name –
Special Agent Adam Westerlind. Flossie
reached out to Agent Jason Fowler to
intervene as she believed that the Director
was emotionally compromised and might
be about to make a decision she would
regret.
Fowler gently confronted Diane, but she
was not forthcoming – at least not at first,
and not until SA Franklin Daly intervened.
The ‘Kill Order’ was not for Westerlind. It
was to approve an action by Westerlind to
send a message to Sebastian Lynch. Diane
did not believe that the C.I.A. Agent had
killed Allison. She believed that the whole
scene was staged to extract Agent Crane
cleanly and to provoke a direct response
that would further sully Department X and
force the hierarchy to get them to stand
down on any ongoing investigations.
Diane scrutinised the report to the point of
IGNORE

obsession. There were anomalies in the
report that supported the Director’s
conclusions – in particular, the coroner’s
note that the victim seemed to have
betrayed signs of enjoyment or extreme
pleasure while being subjected to
prolonged and intense agony.
Diane assured Fowler that they had
other priorities. Some matters needed to be
cleaned up, but she believed it was time for
Department X to come out of the shadows.
They were not quite there yet, but soon.
Westerlind finally checked in but Colter
took the call. He confirmed the details of
the botched operation in New York and
Long Island. Westerlind was asked to
redirect and call back in four hours as
other situations needed to be resolved.
Before any action could be taken, the
Boston location received an unexpected
visitor – Doctor Mordecai Bromridge.
After being suitably searched, medically
checked and interrogated as to his purpose,
he was cleared to address Department X
and the Director.
Doctor Bromridge provided information
which confirmed that the Ashbourne
Foundation or resources acting on their
behalf were poised to move certain assets
from the Long Island location. He further
surmised that the trucks being readied to
relocate would have Acting Director
Wilhelm Vervoort and Special Agent Julia
Hayes-Vervoort on board, and another
unknown captive, possibly Agent Clint
Walker. He revealed that this information
came his way from a surveillance team that
he already had on site when he became
aware of a parallel operation in play.
Bromridge assured Diane that he was not
the enemy. Far from it. He also indicated
that he had cleaned house and that,
regrettably, 78 personnel had to be
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removed. On the plus side, he now had the
means to train additional Department X
personnel, especially if previously
employed extreme training measures were
permissible, chiefly the Warehouse/
Zombie survival method, as it seemed to
prove effective. He currently had
approximately… 78 at his disposal –
Zombies that is, not potential Agent
candidates. While he understood the
concerns regarding the measures he used,
he noted that they did glean exceptional
results.
Doctor Bromridge also wanted to
disclose some interesting facts that Diane
and the teams might need to be aware of
given the importance of their current
assignments. Certain individuals within
DX were immune to being cloned – those
who came through the ice from 1924. As
such, both Wilhelm and Julia could not be
compromised in that way, and would only
be exposed to more conventional methods
of persuasion. They also benefitted from a
greatly slowed aging process, a welcome
side effect from the attempt of Aaron Jakes
to achieve immortality. At this time, there
did not appear to be any adverse effects.
Bromridge would accept any test of his
loyalty or his person, but noted that he too
had a special attribute as he had not aged
since he turned 57 years old and that was
well over a century ago. His remarkable
condition was not the same as that to
which certain members of Department X
had been exposed, and was not important
at this time. Bromridge professed to be an
asset that could not be ignored. There was
too much at stake. He revealed one last
snippet to show his sincerity. He was the
one who wrote the original Case File
Assignments for Department X in the
1920s.

IGNORE

There seemed little choice. Department X
needed support and it needed resources it
currently did not have. Diane accepted
Bromridge’s offer to assist them. The first
matter at hand was the rescue of Wilhelm
and Julia, along with any other assets
currently being held. Diane also had
another assignment – but that was for
Special Agent Adam Westerlind alone.
She ordered Colter to transfer his call to
her when he contacted DX again.
Character
Name

Race

Class

Level

Player

Barnabe

Human

Fighter

7

Sir
Michael of
Mahony

Bronson
Axefoot

Halfling

Barbarian

5

Sir Paul of
Mason

Eli

Human

Rogue

6

Sir Bryan
of Hegarty

Fayce

Goliath

Barbarian

7

Sir
Michael of
Heffernan

Finnan

Halfling

Fighter

7

Sir Fergal
of Moore

Hannibus

Elf

Cleric

8

Sir
William of
Shea

Murdokulus

Human

Wizard

7

Sir Martin
of Mason

Rendil
Halfmoon

Gnome

Bard

6

Squire
Luke

Splug

Goblin

Cleric

6

Squire
Dane

Dungeon & Dragons 4th Edition
DM: Sir Alan of Kelly
February 17, 2016 – Session 38
The A Company
H3 Pyramid of Shadows – Entrance Pit
Dungeon Master: Sir Alan of Kelly
Players at this session: Liam, Luke, Dane,
MJ, Michael, Bryan, and Fergal
The darkness lifted and was replaced by a
dim light surrounding the party who were
greeted by a horrible stench before
realising that they were lying on top of a
roiled pile of bodies in a pit. Looking
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up they saw an Ettin standing at the edge
of the pit almost 10 feet above them,
having a conversation with ‘himselves’ as
he points at the newly arrived adventurers
saying things like ‘I want its head’ and
‘That one, its head, its head, I want its
head’.
The party jumped to their feet and
attempted to climb out of the pit to engage
the Ettin. Finnan made it out first,
followed by Barnabe, Fayce and Eli. Splug
tried to climb out of the pit directly
underneath the Ettin and quickly regretted
his decision as the two-headed creature
almost killed him with a couple of blows
from its cleavers. Hannibus climbed out of
the opposite end of the pit and used ranged
attacks to coerce the Ettin when Rendil
failed to climb out of the pit.
As the fight with the Ettin continued, he
knocked Barnabe, and soon Finnan, back
into the pit. Hannibus cast Iron To Glass
on the Ettin, greatly reducing the damage
from the Ettin’s attacks.
In the pit Rendil and Barnabe were
confronted by two Carrion Crawlers, who
attacked with their tentacles, slowly
poisoning and eventually paralysing the
two adventurers. With the Ettin greatly
weakened, the rest of the party quickly
killed it before dealing with the Carrion
Crawlers and saving Barnabe and Rendil
from being buried alive in a pile of rotting
corpses.
The party begin to search the immediate
area but were interrupted by a female voice
calling from a nearby alcove. Moving
towards it, they found five sacks hanging
from hooks on the wall. The voice was
coming from one of the sacks. Four of the
bags contained heads but the one with the
voice calling from it contained a black orb.
Hannibus carefully removed it from the
IGNORE

sack. A spectral skull could be seen inside
the orb and Hannibus now heard the voice
in his head thanking him from taking her
out of the bag. She introduced herself as
Vyrellis and said that he would need her
help to defeat Karavakos.
The party searched the rest of the area
and, finding nothing of value, decided to
take the path to the north. Moving north
they soon came to a turnoff to the east.
Finnan and Eli gave a quick look in that
direction to find a stairs leading down to a
large flooded chamber. They quietly
moved down the stairs and saw a number
of humanoid lizards in the water. Finnan
decided to shoot at one of them with his
crossbow and hit it. This caused all five of
the Lizard Folk in the room to charge
forward and attack.
After the initial attacks, Eli and Finnan
retreated a little and the Lizard Folk
followed. Sensing that they were being
drawn towards a larger number of enemies
they tried to retreat but Hannibus used
Command to separate one of the Lizard
Folk from the rest of them, preventing the
enemy from retreating together. It proved a
very strategic move because fighting the
Lizard Folk in the room full of water
would have put the party at a disadvantage.
This prevented them from retreating and
took away the advantage of fighting in the
water that they were so used to having.
They were quickly defeated.
Dungeon & Dragons 4th Edition
DM: Sir Alan of Kelly
March 02, 2016 – Session 39
The A Company
H3 Pyramid of Shadows – Entrance Pit
Dungeon Master: Sir Alan of Kelly
Players at this session: Liam, Luke, Dane,
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MJ, Michael, Bryan, and Fergal
The party regrouped in the corridor after
defeating the Lizard Folk before moving
back towards the flooded chambers to
search it. Eli and Finnan took the front
with ropes tied around them and Barnabe
and Splug holding the other ends. Eli
entered the water and quickly got
swallowed by an underwater trap. The
rope, however, wasn’t long enough for him
to surface at the other end. Splug made it
more difficult for Eli to free himself by
pulling on the rope as he tried to pull Eli
back. Seeing that Eli was about to drown,
Fayce dived into the water, swam through
the underwater tunnel Eli was pulled
through, and cut him free. Fayce’s strength
and athletics made it easier for him to
swim in the tunnels.
Fayce and Eli climbed out of the water
at the opposite side of the chamber onto a
landing outside of a single door. Signalling
the rest of the party to join them, they
pointed out the best way to cross the
flooded chamber, now that they knew what
to look for.
Eli unlocked the door and after
regrouping on the landing they passed
through to find a room with a life size
statue of an Elf Knight holding a spear. A
bright moonstone gem was lodged in the
forehead of the statue. As soon as they saw
the statue, Hannibus heard a very excited
voice in his head (from Vyrellis) asking
him to secure the moonstone for her.
Hannibus signalled to Eli, who detached
his ‘gem-removal-from-forehead tools’
and expertly removed the moonstone and
handed it to Hannibus. Hannibus placed
the gem in the bag with Vyrellis who was
immediately thankful and shared some
information about the dungeon and
Karavakos with Hannibus.

After this the party returned to the
corridor at the top of the stairs, north of the
entrance chamber, and listened to the door
on the western wall a few feet north of the
stairs, they didn’t hear anything from the
other side. Taking the usual formation,
they entered the room to see a massive pile
of bones at the far end of the chamber and
a bulging door on the north side. They
passed further into the room and entered
formation in front of the pile of bones
expecting an attack to come from that
direction. Eli stayed behind to examine the
bulging door. There was a tense few
seconds as Eli examined the door and the
rest of the party waited. Then, as Eli
continued his examination, the door burst
open, covering him in waste and bones
(this room was being used as a septic tank
for a room on the floor above…). At the
same time over a dozen giant rats swarmed
out of the pile of bones to attack the party.
The party were prepared for an attack
so the rats didn’t get an advantage and
were quickly defeated. Eli, however, was
having a lot more difficulty getting free of
the waste gushing out of the doorway and
needed to be rescued by Finnan.
Following this the party returned to the
water filled room where Eli went for a
swim to wash away the filth, being careful
to avoid the trapped areas. He was joined
by the rest of the party when they crossed
the room again to go back to the landing
with the statue room. There they planned
on taking an extended rest.
They barricaded themselves into the
room and organised a watch rotation
before settling down for the night.
The night passed without incident and
while the rest of the party were packing up,
Hannibus, Eli and Finnan decided that they
would scout around a little bit and check
IGNORE
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out one of the other passageways leading
from the flooded chamber. They picked the
one to the south with the stairs leading up.
Eli took the lead and stealthily crawled
up the stairs while Hannibus and Finnan
waited at the bottom of the steps. As he
approached the top he could hear sounds of
movement and glanced up to see a
chamber with a rough and ready looking
barricade dividing it in two. At the
opposite end of the barricade were four
human mercenary-looking types armed
with spears. He reported back to Hannibus
and Finnan and they decided they would
try to play it diplomatically, but also called
Fayce over to wait at the bottom of the
steps should they require some assistance.
The three of them climbed the steps
together and called out to the mercenaries
behind their barricade. As soon as the
mercenaries heard and saw them, they
started shouting threats and telling them to
stay where they were. Hannibus, Eli and
Finnan entered the room and spread-out
but didn’t move any closer to the
mercenaries.
Hannibus held both of his hands out to
show that he was unarmed and called out
to the mercenaries. Feeling underqualified
to speak for the group one of the
mercenaries called to for someone to get
Gharash. The two parties faced each other
across an uncomfortable silence for a few
minutes before a large Dragonborn in
chainmail showed up. He entered the room
behind the barricade shouting at the
mercenaries for disturbing him before he
saw Hannibus, Eli and Finnan waiting at
the far end of the room. The Dragonborn
gave them an unpleasant smile and asked
why he shouldn’t just kill them straight
away. Hannibus told him that he was
welcome to try but it might not work out
IGNORE

the best for Gharash and his group. Using
some amazing diplomacy skills Hannibus
made Gharash and offered to allow him
and his companions to enter the group’s
territory to search for an item. In return he
offered them control over the flooded
chamber at the bottom of the steps.
Gharash didn’t want to appear weak in
front of his men but he also knew how
much easier it might be for them to defend
their territory if they had control over the
chamber below. He agreed to the offer and
told Hannibus, Eli and Finnan to go
through the door to their left and cross the
small room. One of Gharash’s men, Steve,
would guide them from there. At this
command one of the mercenaries got very
pale as the others laughed at him.
Hannibus, Eli and Finnan passed
through the door as indicated and carefully
walked across the room. It was obviously
trapped. There were a lot of randomly
spaced holes in the walls, floor and ceiling,
perfect for a variety of traps like spikes,
poisonous gases or anything else. They
continued across the room, reached the
door on the other side and were greeted by
a very nervous looking Steve who led the
way further into this part of the prison.
Gharash was also waiting in the area
standing by a panel on the wall with a
lever on it. Hannibus gave him a knowing
smile and they followed Steve. Steve led
them to a temple and he told them that they
didn’t go in there. He said that when his
group first arrived in the area one of the
mercenaries entered and never came back
so they just kept the doors closed and
ignored it.
Hannibus asked Steve to wait outside.
He opened the doors and the companions
stepped inside. The room on the far side of
the door was some kind of temple. There
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was an altar at the opposite end from the
door with a couple of pews in front of it.
When the door opened Hannibus heard
Vyrellis say, ‘It’s here, somewhere – I can
feel it’.
In front of the altar he saw a woman in
plain robes kneeling. When she heard the
door open she jumped to her feet with a
look of fear in her eyes. She pleaded to the
adventurers for help saying that she had
been trapped in the temple and was unable
to leave and said her name was Danna.
They turned to leave with her but as they
approached the doors two devils appeared
and attacked them. The devils were
quickly defeated by the group and Danna
looks impressed. She said that every time
she tried to leave two devils appeared and
prevented her from passing through the
doors. Hannibus signalled to Eli who
began to search around the room while he
spoke to Danna. There was something
about her that he didn’t trust. After a few
minutes Danna saw that her disguise
wasn’t fooling Hannibus and allowed her
robes to fall from her shoulders to reveal
herself as a Succubus. Not getting the
desired response from Hannibus seeing her
naked body, she looked a little
disappointed and continued to explain that
there was a ward on the doorway to the
chapel trapping them all inside.
Meanwhile, Eli found a secret door
behind in the altar. Beyond it was a small
room with a chest in the corner. He easily
unlocked it and inside found very fine
white robes (+3 cloth armour) and a large
garnet. The moment Eli touched the garnet
Hannibus could hear V shouting in his
head that someone had taken possession of
part of her soul and Hannibus needed to
calm her down before he could continue to
speak with Danna.

Hannibus and Danna agreed on a truce
to help each other get passed the ward and
to peacefully go their separate ways
afterwards. Eli gave Hannibus the garnet
and Vyrellis immediately responded
thanking Hannibus for helping her and
bestowed some additional powers on
Hannibus (+1 to Will defence and a daily
physic burst attack).
Working together they quickly figured
out the warding and left the chapel. Danna
took the opportunity to leave first, nodding
her head in respect towards Hannibus as
she departed. She took some pleasure in
the look on Steve’s face as he saw her
walk towards him in the form of a
beautiful naked woman before she
polymorphed
into
a
non-descript
mercenary and took the passageway to the
north.
Hannibus, Eli and Finnan followed
shortly afterwards and they exited this area
of the dungeon from the direction they
came. The threats they made when
entering this area seemed to have been
sufficient as they were not attacked when
leaving. They returned to the rest of the
party in the Flooded Chamber.
BLANK
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Welcome all to yet another Seneschal’s
Declaration, and more importantly, Happy
New Year to all the Knights of Misspent
Youth!
Another year closed and a year of fresh
opportunities and new experiences
beckons. As I write this, I am sitting in my
hotel room in Hong Kong, and I realize
just how truly special KOMY is to me.
The bonds that have been formed through
this brotherhood show that we are stronger
than ever. They keep us connected
regardless of where we are in this great
wide world. For that, I am deeply thankful,
and before we discuss anything else, I
wanted to take a moment to extend a
heartfelt thank you to all my fellow
Knights.
2017 is shaping up to be an exciting
new chapter for KOMY. Following a
meeting in November, led by the White
Knight, we have agreed to travel further
afield for our regular convention outing
this year. Role Play Conference (RPC) in
Cologne will be the location, and I am
personally very excited. RPC is one of the
few remaining Cons that adhere to the oldschool format that we have come to love.
Trade halls, art expos, martial arts demos,
a medieval village, and most importantly,
lots of free open gaming space! As I
myself am resident in Germany, I can
vouch for Cologne as being a great city
and location for this trip. There is even a
bar there called the Corkonian!
By the time you read this, it is likely
IGNORE

that WarpCon has already come and gone,
and I am sure it will be an enjoyable
weekend as always. I am planning to
attend the event myself, and I am very
much looking forward to seeing as many
KOMY faces as possible.
In my last Seneschal’s Declaration, I
mentioned my plans to host a monthly
session online for those knights that would
like to attend and may live abroad like
myself. I have not yet received many
replies, so I am extending the window to
March 1st for people to express interest. If
you are indeed interested, please send me a
short note at: komy.seneschal@gmail.com
I’d like to take a moment now and talk
about finances and expenses. As you are
all aware, we conduct a collection at each
weekly session, and the intention is that
these finances should, at a minimum, cover
the financial costs incurred by the group
over the year. The reality however is that
we inevitably fall short each year, and this
shortfall is regularly absorbed by one
individual. I believe we can be more
focused here and help guide our finances
in a more positive direction. As our host, I
have asked the White Knight to provide
me with a projected target for our annual
expenses. I plan to share this with the
entire group, and update on our progress
towards (and hopefully beyond) that target
on a regular basis. I thank you all in
advance for your assistance in driving this
project. I hope you can see how important
it is for the future of KOMY.
IGNORE
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For now, that’s about it. I look forward
with great anticipation for what is to come
this year. Let’s make it one to fondly
remember! Finally, I will leave you with
IGNOREIGNORE

MOST HEROIC MOMENT
Fumble Awards 2016 Correction:
Apologies to Sir Andrew of Meaney – In
FN19 Fumble Issue Nineteen we
mistakenly listed the runner-up for the
Most Heroic Moment award instead of the
actual winner. Most Heroic Moment was
awarded to Sir Andrew of Meaney at
KennelCon for the sacrifice of Theron
Starr in D&D Original when he singlehanded (and uncharacteristically) saved the
whole land and destroyed thousands of
undead. As such, the point awarded to the
runner up, Sir Bryan of Hegarty, stands
and Sir Andrew will receive two points by
way of an apology.

some words from a man far wiser than I:
‘The miracle is this: the more we share the more we
have’ – Leonard Nimoy.

SENESCHAL: Sir

Martin of Mason

BLAST FROM THE PAST
Double Trouble: January 2011 at WarpCon
XXI – rosy cheeked or flushed from
gaming, two young Squires in the
company of the Green Knight.
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ILLUSTRATED
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COMING NEXT ISSUE
ILLUSTRATED
SHIP DESIGN
Narsiss Prototype
IN GAMES
GAME REVIEW
Story Cubes
THE SENESCHAL’S DECLARATION
Words of wisdom from the Seneschal of the Knights of Misspent Youth
THE GMs GUIDE
THE LIGHTER SIDE
Using humour in games without taking it too far...
CONVENTION CUBE
ROLE PLAY CONFERENCE (RPC) & KENNELCON 2017
Last chance for updates before we kick off...
INNER CIRCLE
CTHULHU, D&D & KNIGHTSHADE
Game updates from the Knights of Misspent Youth.

SHORT STORY
PROTOTYPE - NARSISS
AN INTERSTELLAR RPG STORY
DEAR FUMBLE
More letters from our readers.
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